**Step 1**
Verify assembly kit contents

A. 1 Aqus filter  
B. 1 Faucet adapter  
C. 1 Filter cleaner (syringe)

**Step 2**
Locate a working water faucet

**Step 3**
Connect faucet adapter to water faucet

**Step 4**
Attach the top of Aqus filter to faucet adapter

**Step 5**
Turn on the water faucet to start filtering

★ Before first time drinking and after cleaning, allow the filter run for a few seconds before using the water.

**AQUSAFE WATER FILTER**
Faucet Adapter

- Environmentally Friendly
- Quick Filtration (1 liter/minute)
- 3 Year Lifespan
- Make Any Fresh Water Safe to Drink
Step 1
Set aside one cup of CLEAN water

Step 2
Disconnect filter from hose

Step 3
Fill filter cleaner (syringe) with water

Step 4
Remove the outflow cap and place the syringe on the outflow side of the filter

Step 5
Backflush filter 3 times using clean water

Step 6
Backflush from both inflow and outflow (forwards and backwards) as needed

REFRESH

1. It is recommended to occasionally soak your filter in a water bleach solution to prevent any potential bacterial growth.

2. If you find that your filter is clogged/slow after cleaning, soak and/or backflush filter with warm, clean water.

3. If the filter is still clogged or your water source is known to have high calcium levels in it, soak/backflush with hot vinegar.

PRODUCT WARRANTY

Lifetime warranty guaranteed with Aqus water filters against manufacture defects.

Designed by Aqus and tested in the USA